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Fellow Citizens: The points for our consideration are, what is the disease – the precise disease under 
which the South is laboring, and what is the remedy? I propose to endeavor to maintain several 
propositions showing, I think, what that disease is, and also what the remedy is for that disease. …
My first proposition is that the election of Mr. Lincoln to the Presidency of the United States means the 
abolition of slavery, as soon as the party which elected him shall acquire the power to do the deed. …
My second proposition is that the North will soon acquire that power, unless something is done to 
prevent it. I dare say everyone present will agree that this is almost a self-evident proposition. The North 
has now eighteen States, and the South fifteen. The whole of the public territory of the United States 
may at this time be said to be Northern territory. … The Constitution, with that party, is already a dead 
letter – a thing void, under the operation of the “higher law.” The only question, therefore, will be one of 
physical power. And that power they are rapidly acquiring, and will soon acquire, unless something is 
done to prevent it. And this is my second proposition.
My third is that abolition would be to the South one of the direst evils of which the mind can conceive. 
…The cotton States will, at that time, have a large population of slaves, perhaps a larger population of 
slaves than of whites; but the population of the whites will be respectable. The decree will excite an 
intense hatred between the whites on one side, and the slaves and the North on the other. Very soon a war
between the whites and the blacks will spontaneously break out everywhere. It will be in every town, in 
every village, in every neighborhood, in every road. It will be a war of man with man – a war of 
extermination. Quickly the North will intervene, and of course take sides with the party friendly towards 
them – the blacks. The coalition will exterminate the white race, or expel them from the land, to wander 
as vagabonds over the face of the earth.
… Am I not right then in saying that abolition is one of the direst evils that the mind can imagine? Thus 
then we have data from which we may announce this position: that abolition, dire evil as it is, is 
inevitable, unless something is done either to mollify this hostility to slavery on the part of the North, or 
to prevent the North from acquiring the power to abolish slavery. …
What now are the remedies suggested or supposable to prevent the North from abolishing slavery? … It 
follows that there is not within the Union any remedy by which we can escape abolition, and therefore if 
we wish for a remedy, a remedy we must seek outside the Union. … I say that a separation from the 
North would be a complete remedy for the disease – a complete remedy for both diseases, a remedy not 
merely to prevent abolition, but also to heal the fugitive slave ulcer.
… If you were to separate from the North, the power to abolish slavery by the North would be taken 
away. That is clear. The will to do so would also cease. … I say, then, that whenever the South is 
separated from the North, and in its stead other questions will spring up which will occupy all their time 
and attention … If we separate from the North, we could put an end to the alarming process by which the
slave population is draining off into the cotton States. The mere act of separation would have that 
tendency. Fear – the fear that slaves will escape to the North by the under-ground railroad, and 
otherwise, is the chief cause of the drain. After a separation, stock in the under-ground railroad would 
cease to pay, and the road would suspend business. … The separation from the North would then be a 
remedy for all diseases. … I say that if one or two of the cotton States go out, all the cotton States will 
go out, and that if all the cotton States go out, all the border States will soon follow. … the North cut off 
from Southern cotton, rice, tobacco, and other Southern products would lose three-fourths of her 
commerce, and a very large proportion of her manufactures. And thus those great fountains of finance 
would sink very low. I say then that we would have ample power to maintain our independence in spite 
of the North.
… But indeed there will be no war. The effect at the North of our separation would be a commercial 
crisis, a bankruptcy greater than has ever prevailed there before. … I go further, gentlemen, and deny 
that the election of Mr. Lincoln was not an overt, or to speak in their own language an unconstitutional 
act. I question that – I venture to question it come, come from what source it may.
The Constitution says in the preamble, that it was made to form a more perfect Union, to establish 
justice and to insure domestic tranquility. The intent of the Black Republican Party in electing Mr. 
Lincoln was to make a less perfect union, to establish injustice, and to organize domestic strife. The 
intent with which he was elected, was, therefore, directly in the teeth of the intent of the Constitution. … 
Why, then, will you not disregard the objections and adopt that remedy? Is there any other course left to 
you? If so, what is it? But surely there is none. Why hesitate? the question is between life and death. 
Well, if these things be so, let us do our duty; and what is our duty? I say, men of Georgia, let us lift up 
our voices and shout, “Ho! for independence!” Let us follow the examples of our ancestors, and prove 
ourselves worthy sons of worthy sires!
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But it is said Mr. Lincoln’s policy and principles are against the Constitution, and that, if 
he carries them out, it will be destructive of our rights. Let us not anticipate a threatened 
evil. If he violates the Constitution, then will come our time to act. Do not let us break it 
because, forsooth, he may. If he does, that is the time for us to act. (Applause.) I think it 
would be injudicious and unwise to do this sooner. I do not anticipate that Mr. Lincoln 
will do anything, to jeopardize our safety or security, whatever may be his spirit to do it; 
for he is bound by the constitutional checks which are thrown around him, which at this 
time render him powerless to do any great mischief. This shows the wisdom of our 
system. The President of the United States is no Emperor, no Dictator– he is clothed 
with no absolute power. He can do nothing, unless he is backed by power in Congress.
The House of Representatives is largely in a majority against him. In the very face and 
teeth of the majority of Electoral votes, which he has obtained in the Northern States, 
there have been large gains in the House of Representatives, to the Conservative 
Constitutional Party of the country, which I here will call the National Democratic Party,
because that is the cognomen it has at the North. There are twelve of this Party elected 
from New York, to the next Congress, I believe. In the present House, there are but four, 
I think. In Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Ohio, and Indiana, there have been gains. In the 
present Congress, there were one hundred and thirteen Republicans, when it takes one 
hundred and seventeen to make a majority. The gains in the Democratic Party in 
Pennsylvania, Ohio, New Jersey, New York, Indiana, and other States, notwithstanding 
its distractions, have been enough to make a majority of near thirty, in the next House, 
against Mr. Lincoln. Even in Boston, Mr. Burlingame, one of the noted leaders of the 
fanatics of that section, has been defeated, and a Conservative man returned in his stead. 
Is this the time, then, to apprehend that Mr. Lincoln, with this large majority of the 
House of Representatives against him, cannot carry out any of these unconstitutional 
principles in that body?
In the Senate, he will also be powerless. There will be a majority of four against him. 
This, after the loss of Bigler, Fitch, and others, by the unfortunate dissensions of the 
National Democratic Party in their States. Mr. Lincoln can not appoint an officer without
the consent of the Senate — he can not form a Cabinet without the same consent. He 
will be in the condition of George the Third (the embodiment of Toryism), who had to 
ask the Whigs to appoint his ministers, and was compelled to receive a Cabinet utterly 
opposed to his views; and so Mr. Lincoln will be compelled to ask of the Senate to 
choose for him a Cabinet, if the Democracy or that Party choose to put him on such 
terms. He will be compelled to do this, or let the Government stop, if the National 
Democratic Senators (for that is their name at the North), the Conservative men in the 
Senate, should so determine. Then how can Mr. Lincoln obtain a Cabinet which would 
aid him, or allow him to violate the Constitution? Why, then, I say, should we disrupt the
ties of this Union, when his hands are tied– when he can do nothing against us?
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… we are told that secession would destroy the fairest fabric of liberty the world ever 
saw, and that we are the most prosperous people in the world under it. The arguments of 
tyranny as well as its acts, always reenact themselves. The arguments I now hear in 
favor of this Northern connection are identical in substance, and almost in the same 
words as those which were used in 1775 and 1776 to sustain the British connection. We 
won liberty, sovereignty, and independence by the American Revolution – we 
endeavored to secure and perpetuate these blessings by means of our Constitution. The 
very men who use these arguments admit that this Constitution, this compact, is 
violated, broken and trampled under foot by the Abolition Party. Shall we surrender the 
jewels because their robbers…have broken the casket? Is this the way to preserve 
liberty? I would [prefer to] surrender it back to the British crown as to the Abolitionists. 
I will defend it from both. Our purpose is to defend those liberties. What baser fate could
befall us or this great experiment of free government than to have written upon its tomb: 
"Fell by the hands of Abolitionists and the cowardice of its natural defenders." If we 
[fall] now, this will be its epitaph.
We are said to be a happy and prosperous people. We have been, because we have 
hitherto maintained our ancient rights and liberties – we will be until we surrender them.
They are in danger; come, freemen, to the rescue. If we are prosperous, it is due to God, 
ourselves, and the wisdom of our State government. We have an executive, legislative, 
and judicial department at home, possessing and entitled to the confidence of the people.
I have already vainly asked for the law of the Federal Government that promotes our 
prosperity. I have shown you many that retard that prosperity – many that drain our 
coffers for the benefit of our bitterest foes. I say bitterest foes – show me the nation in 
the world that hates, despises, villifies, or plunders us like our abolition "brethren" in the
North. There is none. I can go to England or France, or any other country in Europe with
my slave, without molestation or violating any law. I can go anywhere except in my own
country, whilom called "the glorious Union;" here alone am I stigmatized as a felon; 
here alone am I an outlaw; here alone am I under the ban of the empire; here alone I 
have neither security nor tranquillity; here alone are organized governments ready to 
protect the incendiary, the assassin who burns my dwelling or takes my life or those of 
my wife and children; here alone are hired emissaries paid by brethren to glide through 
the domestic circle and intrigue insurrection with all of its nameless horrors.
My countrymen, "if you have nature in you, bear it not." Withdraw yourselves from such
a [union]; it is your right to do so – your duty to do so. I know not why the Abolitionists 
should object to it, unless they want to torture and plunder you. If they resist this great 
sovereign right, make another war of independence, for that then will be the question; 
fight its battles over again – reconquer liberty and independence. As for me, I will take 
any place in the great conflict for rights which you may assign. I will take none in the 
Federal Government during Mr. Lincoln's administration.
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…I have been publishing in Northern newspapers, article after article, arguing, 
reasoning, urging, persuading, yea, begging our Northern fellow-citizens not to force 
upon the South the terrible issue of Disunion, or Dishonor. And candidly, can I say to-
night that I would have illuminated my house with enthusiasm and shoutings, had either 
one of the candidates urged in Georgia been elevated to the Presidential chair. … In 
times like these, passion should not rule the hour; calm and dispassionate deliberation 
should be brought to the consideration of every question.
…The practical issue before us is the triumph of the sectional Black Republican party of 
the North, and the duty of Georgia in the present emergency. To this I address myself. Is 
the election of Lincoln a sufficient ground for the dissolution of the Union? Can it be 
supposed that our fathers intended intended to allow our national elections to be 
controlled by men who were not citizens under the National Constitution? Never, never! 
Yet to elect Abraham Lincoln, the right of suffrage was extended to free negroes in 
Vermont, Massachusetts, Ohio, New York and other Northern States, although the 
Supreme Court has declared them not to be citizens of this nation. Yes! Our slaves are 
first stolen from our midst on underground Railroads, and then voted at Northern ballot-
boxes to select rulers for you and me. The memory of our fathers is slandered when this 
is declared to be according to the Constitution. … it is true that counting the unanimous 
votes of the Southern States and the large minorities in the North against the Black 
Republicans, a majority amounting to perhaps a million or more votes, have declared 
against Abraham Lincoln for the next Presidency.
Is not this according to the forms of the Constitution? I may be asked. I answer it is. But 
will my objecting friend answer, is it according to its spirit? I may be told that other 
Chief Magistrates have been elected by popular minorities. This I admit, but never 
against such an overwhelming majority, and never by a sectional party based upon the 
prospect and avowal of a continuation of the same results in every future election. The 
truth is, that we have lived to see a state of things never contemplated by the framers of 
the Constitution. At that time we were all slaveholding States – a homogenous people, 
having a common origin, common memories – a common cause, common hopes – a 
common future, a common destiny.
… the Constitution is full of checks to protect the minority from the sudden and excited 
power of a majority, no provision was suggested for the protection of the majority from 
the despotic rule of an infuriated, fanatical, sectional minority. The experience of eight 
years in the Presidential Chair, and the almost more than human wisdom of Washington 
gave him a glimpse of the fatal omission thus made in the Constitution, and hence we 
find in that wonderful document – his Farewell Address – a note of solemn warning 
against such a perversion of the Government, by the formation of sectional parties.
… What liberty have we secured by the Constitution of the United States? Our personal 
liberty is protected by the broad aegis of Georgia’s sovereignty. To her we never 
appealed in vain. What liberty does the Union give us? The glorious liberty of being 
robbed of our property, threatened in our lives, abused and vilified in our reputation on 
every forum from the grog-shop to the Halls of Congress, libeled in every vile 
newspaper, and in every town meeting, deprived of all voice in the election of our Chief 
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Magistracy, bound to the car of a fiendish fanaticism, which is daily curtailing every 
vestige of our privileges, and by art and cunning, under the forms of the Constitution, 
binding us in a vassalage more base and hopeless than that of the Siberian serf. This is 
“glorious” liberty secured by a “glorious” Union. And the election of Lincoln by a 
purely sectional vote, and upon a platform of avowed hostility to our rights and our 
liberty, is the cap-stone – nay, the last magna carta – securing us to these wonderful 
privileges.
… Equality among the states is the fundamental idea of the American Union. Protection 
to the life, liberty and property of the citizen is the corner-stone and only end of 
Government in the American mind. Look to the party whose triumph is to be 
consummated in the inauguration of Lincoln – The exclusive enjoyment of all common 
territory of the Union, is their watchword and party cry. The exclusion of half the States 
of the Union has been decreed, and we are called upon to record the fiat. Will you do it, 
men of Georgia? Are you so craven so soon? But protection – whence comes it to us? 
Dare you to follow your fugitive into a Northern State to arrest him? The assassin strikes
you down, and no law avenges your blood; your property is stolen every day, and the 
very attempt to recover it subjects you to the insults of the North… Georgia extends her 
sovereign arm over us, and our lives, our property, our liberty and our reputation are safe
under her protection. Loyalty and fidelity have their reason for their growth and food for
their sustenance when we turn to this good old Commonwealth. But when we look to 
this Union – oh, tell me – why owe we allegiance to it? … As a legal question, I am 
compelled to decide that the election of Lincoln is in violation of the spirit of the 
Constitution of the United States. … Fanaticism is madness, is insanity.
… We call it blind, because it cannot see; we call it deaf, because it cannot hear; we call 
it foolish, because it cannot reason; we call it cruel, because it cannot feel. By what 
channel, then, can you reach its citadel? Firmly planted therein, with every avenue 
closed to ingress, and yet every door of evil influence open to the bitter issues which 
flow without, the deluded victim glories in his own shame, and scatters ruin and 
destruction, in the mad dream that he is doing God’s service. … All history speaks but 
one voice. Tell me when and where the craving appetite of fanaticism was ever gorged 
with victims; when and where its bloody hands were ever stayed by the consciousness of
satiety; when and where its deaf ears ever listened to reason, or argument, or persuasion, 
or selfishness; when and where it ever died from fatigue, or yielded except in blood. … 
We have seen, then, that this election is legally unconstitutional, and that politically the 
issue on which it is unconstitutional is both vital in its importance and permanent in its 
effects. What, then, is our remedy? … I fear not to say I have gone to the God I worship,
and begged Him to advise me. On the night of the 6th of November, I called my wife 
and little ones together around my family altar, and together we prayed to God to stay 
the wrath of our oppressors, and preserve the Union of our fathers. The rising sun of the 
seventh of November found me on my knees, begging the same kind Father to make that
wrath to praise Him, and the remainder of wrath to restrain. I believe that the hearts of 
men are in His hands, and when the telegraph announced to me that the voice of the 
North proclaimed at the ballot-box that I should be a slave, I heard in the same sound, 
the voice of my God speaking through his Providence, and saying to his child, “Be free! 
Be free!” Marvel not then that I say my voice is for immediate, unconditional secession. 
…


